
HQ Contingency plan activity 

The purpose of hq contingency plan activity is the joint emergency management concept at sans is 

designed to ensure that, in cases of danger, the people who are present in private areas can be rapidly 
evacuated from a building and be guided to a safe area. the evacuation concept is based on two 
principles:  

the use of jackets and annual evacuation drills:  

1. THE purpose of wearing jackets CODE to support evacuation is to ensure an efficient evacuation 
procedure in relation to  

1) saving lives, 2) maintaining health and 3) protecting property.  

the jackets also create visible assurance among staff that an evacuation is being properly handled and 
the instructions give evaluation and assembly point managers the opportunity to gain an all-round 
view of the situation.  

                  

2. the purpose of performing annual evacuation drills IS to create well-rehearsed knowledge of the 
procedure regarding jackets and to continually heighten the efficiency of evacuations in order to 
create a sense of security regarding emergency management on an everyday basis and during an 
evacuation.  

the ONE annual drills may give occasion to try out various evacuation scenarios that could indicate 
where measures can be taken to improve the efficiency of evacuations. types of evacuation drill unit 
staff can choose between the two following types of evacuation drill: drills with advanced notice  these 
provide an opportunity to instruct staff about the roles of the evacuation manager and the assembly 
point manager in advance and to check their knowledge of the evacuation concept. this is possible 
because staff are informed of the date and type of event in advance.  

it is possible to make use of special effects such as smoke or visual injuries. is not an option. these are 
always recommended as an initial drill, where staff have been informed what to do in advance 

(appendix can be used in an informative e-mail or notices posted in relevant areas, etc.).  this TWO 
kind of drill is preferable when new decor of the building or if the staff have been moved. drills without 
advanced notice Ÿ these provides an opportunity to check whether the principle of using jackets is a 
well-rehearsed procedure in evacuations, as the date and time of the drill will not be known in 
advance. at the same time, they make it possible to rehearse readiness and reactions in real events. 1 
viz. areas where management and staff are present. 4 various special effects can be used, such as 
smoke, alarms, actors and visual injuries, etc. the drill will be experienced as a more authentic 
evacuation. getting started the unit manager is responsible for ensuring that the annual evacuation 
drill is carried out.  

the manager should involve the unit’s working environment group in the course of events listed below: 
1. before the drill 2. during the drill 3. after the drill the unit manager agrees on and plans the 
evacuation drill in collaboration with technical services. the agreement is entered into by contacting 

technical services via FOUR using the subject field: ”conducting an evacuation drill”.  

Sometimes the first word in the paragraph all that you need to see the code 


